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CARE & MAINTENANCE GUIDE
BOISDECK’s engineered co-extruded composite products are tested in the harshest climates and built to last.
These high-performance composites come with varied advantages, and are perfectly suitable for outdoor
landscape use.

General Cleaning
We recommend performing periodical maintenance in order to
prolong the life of BOISDECK’s products. Although Boisdeck’s
products required low maintenance, performing simple cleaning
with soap and water will help to maintain the beauty of the products.
Dirt and Debris: Soap and water can be used to remove the dirt
and debris on deck. Use a broom to remove debris on deck.
Oil/ Grease: Rinse the stain with hot water as soon as possible.
Stain or Paint: Wipe up excess spills and spot clean with
non-abrasive household cleaner soon after spill is made. Product
may need to sit on the stain for 10 to 15 minutes before rinsing.
Ice and Snow: Use a broom to remove ice on the deck, never use
sharp edge tools to remove snow and ice on decking as it may damage the surface of the product. A metal
shovel may scratch the deck which is not covered under warranty. Use calcium chloride or rock salt to melt the
ice. Salt may leave a white residue on the deck, which can be removed by rinsing with soap or water.
Mold and Mildew: Maintaining clean and dry surfaces is the best method to inhibit the growth of mildew.
Conventional deck washers or cleaners that contain bleach and detergent can be used to remove it.

Storage And Handing
Always handle with care during loading or unloading. BOISDECK’s products should
be protected and stored from elements such as weather change, including direct
sunlight and rain until it is ready for installation.
Remove any plastic wrap including shrink wrap and store on a dry and flat surface
supported at a maximum 450mm centres.
BOISDECK’s products should not be stored in the open or covered or wrapped with
plastic. Use a breathable membrane to cover the boards.
When handling or removing the boards from the packs, pay attention to avoid
scratches and damage. Do not slide the boards against each other. Instead, lift the
boards apart before moving. If boards need to be moved individually, then the boards
should be carried on their edge.
Avoid dragging any objects across the surface, always lift and set them back down.
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Additional Notes For Decking
As BOISDECK’s decking is a finished product, it must be protected from scratches and marks during and after
installation and from any other site construction activity.
We recommend the following during installation, where possible:
❖ All foot activity is dodged or confined to only for clean footwear that's free from grating objects such as sand,
rocks, dirt, glass etc.
❖ In case foot activity cannot be avoided, at that point the deck ought to be cleared clean to expel dirt and
other rough materials and a breathable membrane cover be place over the deck but there must be adequate
ventilation between the covering and decking. Don’t fully seal the covering to the deck. The covering should
be removed every day, where and when possible.
❖ Avoid dragging or placing heavy construction materials on the deck.

We recommend the following during use:
❖ Continuously secure the deck from furniture legs, etc by utilizing protective pads.
❖ Sweep frequently to expel dirt, sand and other grating materials.
❖ Be careful of rocks or glass that can be lodged in the soles of shoes that can cause significant scratches.

Note: Recommendations in the manufacturer’s literature are based on good practices and are not an exhaustive statement
of all relevant information. The manufacturer shall not be liable for the recommendation in the literature, including its
suitability for any purpose or ability to satisfy any relevant regulations and standards.
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